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Abstract
The Pi-calculus is a formalism to model and reason about highly
concurrent and dynamic systems. Most of the expressive power of
the language comes from the ability to pass communication chan-
nels among concurrent processes, as any other value. We present in
this paper the CubeVM, an interpreter architecture for an applied
variant of the Pi-calculus, focusing on its operational semantics.
The main characteristic of the CubeVM comes from its stackless
architecture. We show, in a formal way, that the resource man-
agement model inside the VM may be greatly simplified without
the need for nested stack frames. This is particularly true for the
garbage collection of processes and channels. The proposed GC,
based on a reference counting scheme, is highly concurrent and,
most interestingly, does automatically detect and reclaim cycles of
disabled processes. We also address the main performance issues
raised by the fine-grained concurrency model of the Pi-calculus.
We introduce the reactive variant of the semantics that allows, when
applicable, to increase the performance drastically by bypassing
the scheduler. We define the language subset of processes in so
called chain-reaction forms for which the sequential semantics can
be proved statically. We illustrate the expressive power and perfor-
mance gains of such chain-reactions with examples of functional,
dataflow and object-oriented systems. Encodings for the pure Pi-
calculus are also demonstrated.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Processors]: Inter-
preters

General Terms Languages, Design, Theory, Performance

Keywords Pi-calculus, Interpreter, Operational Semantics, Garbage
Collection

1. Introduction
The Pi-calculus is a computational theory in the family of pro-
cess algebras [10, 5]. It is among the most widely studied theories
of concurrency at the moment. The syntax and semantics of the
calculus are minimalistic and aim at capturing concisely the foun-
dations of interactive systems. The ability to pass communication
channels between processes as any other value — a phenomenon
called name passing or channel mobility — provides much expres-
sive power to the language. In particular, it allows the concise en-
coding of most known computational models and also introduces
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a category of systems characterized by evolving communication
structures, which apply perfectly to mobile networks and ubiqui-
tous computing. While the theory is still worked on, applications
of the Pi-calculus begin to emerge in various fields, some of them
quite unexpected such as biocomputing or business process mod-
eling. The Pi-calculus is also very intriguing from a programming
language perspective. Works such as the Pict and Nomadic Pict pro-
gramming languages [14, 19], TyCO [9] and JoCaml [6], show the
interest of implementations exploiting the expressive constructs of
the Pi-calculus. But the field is far from its maturity and a lot more
experiments must be conducted. The work presented in this paper
is about such an experiment.

The runtime system we propose, named the CubeVM, directly
interprets an applied variant of the Pi-calculus called the cube-
calculus. The architecture of the virtual machine proposes some
original features. First, it does not rely on any form of a control
stack. The pros and cons of stackless architectures for concurrent
programming are discussed in the literature [8, 12, 21]. From our
point of view, it is clear that processes are lighter without an
attached stack. Moreover, an upper bound for the memory reserved
by each process may be computed at compile time. But most
importantly, having no stack to deal with simplifies greatly the
resource management model inside the VM. This is particularly
true for garbage collection. The GC scheme we propose is based
on a lightweight and highly concurrent logic. It falls under the
category of reference counting garbage collectors. Noteworthily, it
also detects and reclaims cycles of disabled processes in a very
simple way. Last but not least, the stackless runtime makes also a
lot easier the capture of process states, a prerequisite for process
migration [7] that is envisaged as a future work.

The fine-grained concurrency model of the Pi-calculus leaves
most of the performance issues into the “hands” of the scheduling
code. To address these issues, we introduce the reactive variants of
the semantics that allow, when applicable, to bypass the scheduler
and thus increase performance drastically. We introduce a subset
of the cube-calculus that may be used to encode processes whose
sequential execution can be proved formally. These processes in so
called chain-reaction forms are guaranteed to execute identically
in either standard or reactive semantics. We illustrate the expres-
sive power of chain-reaction forms with examples of functional,
dataflow and object-oriented systems.

Perhaps the most important aspect of the approach is that it is
based on a well-studied (but still maturing) theory. This allows us
to organize the discussion upon formally defined and analyzable
operational semantics. The reduction system we propose may be
employed to reason about the runtime environment and its most
important properties.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we introduce the cube
calculus and the basis of its operational semantics in section 2. The
innovative resource management scheme is described in section 3.
We put the emphasis on the absence of a control stack and the
garbage collection of cyclic and passive computation structures.
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Value v, . . . ∈ VALUE
Channel a, b, c, d, . . . ∈ NAME
Variable x, . . . ∈ NAME
Definition A, . . . ::= def A(x1, . . . , xn) = P ;

Process P, Q, . . . ::=
(inert) 0
(sum) | P + Q
(parallel) | P ‖ Q
(prefix) | α, P
(alternative) | if v then P else Q
(switch) | case(v){v1 ⇒ P1 | . . . | vn ⇒ Pn}
(call) | A(v1, . . . , vn)

Prefix α, . . . ::=
(communication) c?(x1, . . . , xn) | c!(v1, . . . , vn)
(channel creation) | tnew(c1, . . . , cn) | snew(c1, . . . , cn)
(reactive process) | react(c1, . . . , cn)
(scoping) | let(x1 = v1, . . . , xn = vn)
(primitive) | #prim(v1, . . . , vn)

Table 1. Syntax of the cube-calculus
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P ≡ P{y/x} with x bound and y fresh in P
P + Q ≡ Q + P
P + 0 ≡ P
P + (Q + R) ≡ (P + Q) + R
P ‖ (Q ‖ R) ≡ (P ‖ Q) ‖ R
if v then P ≡ if v then P else 0
A(evi) ≡ let( exi = evi), P with defA( exi) = P ;

Table 2. Structural congruence

In section 4 we present the reactive variants of the semantics and
the chain-reaction form of processes. Related work, conclusion,
and bibliography follow.

2. The cube-calculus
2.1 Syntax

The syntax of the cube-calculus is very close to the pure polyadic
Pi-calculus [10]. Its core constituents are presented in table 1.

Programs are composed of definitions and process expressions.
A basic sequential process is formed by prefixing a continuation ex-
pression with an atomic action. The action prefixes concern chan-
nel creation, communication, primitive operations, and so on. The
main difference with the pure Pi-calculus is that programs here can
manipulate not only names, but also values of so-called value types
such as integers, booleans, strings and symbols1. The match and
mismatch prefixes, used to compare names in the Pi-calculus, are
generalized by traditional if and case constructs. Also, basic prim-
itives such as output of values and arithmetic operators are sup-
ported. They are prefixed by a sharp sign and correspond to silent
steps in the semantics. A compound expression can be form by
composing two expressions in parallel. The sum operator performs
a non-deterministic choice between two expressions. We also pro-
vide syntactic conventions which are formally part of the so-called
structural equivalence (see table 2).

It is not the purpose of the paper to describe in details each
of the proposed language constructs. These are thoroughly investi-
gated and commented in the abundant literature on process algebras

1 A symbol is an identifier string prefixed by a colon, e.g. :symbol.

SC SC SCSC SC

Feedback

SCSC ...
lock

lock

lock
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fbk

...

lock

Figure 1. Example of concurrent program with channel passing

in general and the Pi-calculus in particular (the proposed syntax is
mostly inspired by [14]). Let us anyway illustrate the main lan-
guage features (channel and process creation, communication and
name-passing) on an example program, as follows:

def CS(n,lock) = lock?(x),/*Crit.*/x!(n)/*Sect.*/,lock!(x);

def Feedback(fbk) = fbk?(n),#println(”Lock taken by ”+n),
Feedback(fbk);

def Launch(n,max,lock) =
if n<max then [ Launch(n+1,max,lock) ‖ CS(n,lock)];

tnew(lock,fbk),
[ Launch(0,10000,lock) ‖ Feedback(fbk) ‖ lock!(fbk) ]

This program is composed of three parametrized definitions
named CS, Feedback and Launch, followed by the entry-point of
the program. It starts with the creation of two fresh channels lock
and fbk using the tnew prefix. Three processes are then executed
concurrently: the first one calls the Launch definition, the second
one calls Feedback and waits on channel fbk. The last process is a
single output of channel fbk through channel lock, which is written
lock!(fbk). In this expression, we call fbk the object and lock the
subject of the output prefix. The distinctive case of name passing
is when a channel is used as object in an input or output prefix.
Launch is a recursive definition that starts max-n processes, each
of them running the CS definition. This definition is parametrized
by an identity (an integer n) and a reference to the channel lock.
According to the Pi-calculus semantics, exactly one of the CS
processes will synchronize with the single output lock!(fbk). At
this point of execution, the structure of the system is as depicted
in figure 1. Note that an arrow does not represent a channel per se
but more precisely a reference to a channel. The direction implies
an intention to input or output on the channel (hence, multiple or
bidirectional arrows may occur).

The synchronized CS process receives through lock a reference
to the channel fbk and then sends its own identifier on the same
channel, a typical example of name passing. This triggers the Feed-
back process which prints some information on the console. Fi-
nally, the activated CS process forwards the fbk channel on lock
and then dies after synchronizing. The synchronization activates
another CS process, and so on, until all CS processes have been
activated. The expected output of the program is thus a series of
10000 feedback messages, each one corresponding to the atomic
activation of the critical section enclosed between the input and
output prefixes on the lock channel in the CS definition.

2.2 Operational semantics

Following the long-tradition of programming languages inspired
by theory such as functional or logic programming dialects, our
aim is to derive our runtime environment from a solid and sound
theory. For this purpose, the operational semantics of the proposed
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language play a prominent role. A non-exhaustive list of uses for a
formal operational semantics includes:

• giving a precise meaning to each language construct,
• serving as non-ambiguous specifications for implementors,
• deriving higher-level constructs through encodings,
• enabling software verification of program properties.

Since we present the runtime system in the paper, we mostly
exploit the first two items but longer-term objectives emphasize the
last ones. For the core part of the cube-calculus, the operational se-
mantic rules are given in table 3. These rely on a set of semantic
functions presented in table 4. The presentation is rather standard,
following a structured operational semantics (SOS) style. In con-
trast to standard semantics for the Pi-calculus, we do not present
compositional semantics for open terms. It is fair to only consider
closed terms for the specification of a runtime environment. Hence,
a reduction semantics is proposed. Moreover, following the applied
lambda-calculi tradition, an explicit environment is modeled, rather
than a more abstract substitution-based scheme. As a matter of fact,
two levels of environments are proposed. This is reflected by the
syntax of the terms manipulated in the semantics, which is as fol-
lows:

Agent A, . . . ::= [Γ]n � γ1 : P1 ‖ · · · ‖ γm : Pm

An agent A defines a global environment [Γ]n as well as a set
of processes Pi in parallel. At the level of terms, we assume the
commutativity of the parallel operator2. Each Pi is running within
its own local environment γi. The expression γ : P is well-formed
only if all the free and bound variables in P are defined in γ. By
default, variables in γ are initialized to the undefined value ⊥.

In the presented semantics, we only consider the execution of a
single agent. However this denotes of course a potentially infinite
number of concurrent processes3. Note that distributed extensions
for the cube-calculus, allow multiple agents, are presented in [13].
The contents of the global environments is first composed of an
index n used as a fresh identifier generator. The second component
is a relation between channel identifiers and information about
these channels, mostly related to resource management and reactive
semantics (see sections 3 and 4).

As for the syntax, our purpose is not to investigate all the details
of the semantic rules for all the proposed language constructs, most
of them being close to the standard Pi-calculus versions (see [5],
chapter 8 for example). Let us still describe the (Sum) rule of ta-
ble 3. It states that if an agent with environment [Γ]n running a
process P in local environment γ reduces (or executes in one-step)
to an agent with environment [Γ′]n′ running P ′ in local environ-
ment γ′, then the same agent running P +Q may also reduce to the
agent running P ′ conserving the environments. However, we know
from the structural congruence that the + operator is commutative,
so, by the rule (Struct) of the operational semantics, it may also be
the case that P + Q (or in fact Q + P through (Struct)) reduces
to Q′ in some [Γ′′]n′′ and γ′′. This shows the non-deterministic
nature of +. The (Par) rule works similarly for independent (non-
communicating) parallel processes, but of course both sides of the
parallel remain active whereas the + operator makes a choice be-
tween the two branches of execution.

One of the most important rules is the communication rule
(Com) that associates an output to an input prefix in two distinct

2 The (Fork) rule of table 3 distinguishes the rightmost process so we
do not assume the commutativity of the parallel operator in the structural
congruence.
3 In the implementation, the maximum number of concurrent processes is
bound by the available memory.

concurrent processes and performs value-passing between them.
Let us explain this (Com) rule in full details. First, the hypotheses
are as follows. The reduction rule considers an agent with global
environment [Γ]n. Around a parallel, a left process in local environ-
ment γ performs a blocking output c!(ev) on channel c with valuesev (this is a common abbreviation for polyadic values), followed by
a continuation P (alternatively Q if the communication is not en-
abled). The right process in local environment δ is waiting for an
input on channel c. The enabling conditions for the communication
to take place are as follows. First, the variables c in the left process
and d in the right process must reference the same channel. For this
to hold, γ(c) and δ(d) must be equal. Moreover, the channel must
have no owner which means that we are not meddling with reactive
semantics (see section 4). The result of the reduction is the activa-
tion of the continuation P for the left process. In the right process,
the received values (i.e. all �vi�γ that are the evaluations of the
value expressions vi in environment γ) are bound to variables xi’s
in the local environment δ. Because of channel-passing, the global
environment may also be affected through communication. This is
described by the updates function of table 4. The precise meaning
of this function shall be presented in the next section.

3. Resource management
From the preceding discussion, one may ask how the proposed
semantics may be operated in practice. In fact, the structure of
the implementation for the core constructs of the language is very
simple. What is needed are a few data structures for channels and
processes as well as an interpreter for the basic prefixes of the
language. The parallel and sum operators of course require a proper
scheduler structure and algorithm4. From an implementation point
of view, this denotes a few thousand lines of C but nothing notably
new from a scientific perspective. In this section and the following
one, we shall describe innovative features of the implementation
that are specific to our approach.

3.1 Resources creation and freshness

In cube-calculus expressions, only two kinds of resource may be
created: channels and processes. The rules (tRes) and (sRes)
(factorized in table 3 as rules (θRes) with θ ∈ {t, s}) explain how
to create channels. They show that θnew(eci) prefixes are always
executable (or reducible). The result is to bind a set of variableseci to a set of corresponding fresh channel identifiers ĉi (fresh in
dom(Γ)). The newly created channels have a reference count of
1 and no owner. For the (tRes) rule the channels are said to be
transient and we note 1t

∅ and for the (sRes) rule they are static
channels and we note 1s

∅. The difference relates to the collection of
cycles we discuss later on. The functions ckind, cown, cpartner and
cref of table 4 are used to access the different pieces of information
attached to the channel identifier in the global environment.

The creation of new processes is defined by the rule (Fork) of
table 3, which is a simple rewrite of the parallel operator. Note that
the rule atomically creates a set of processes, so that the order of
creation is not fixed by the semantics. One resulting process, the
one on the right, corresponds to the continuation of the spawning
process. The other processes are dynamically created and inherit
the same local environment γ from their parent. The only difference
is that a variable id is bound to a fresh value corresponding to the
process identifier in each local environment. The freshness property
relies on the following proposition:

4 Our objective is to support a fine-grained concurrency model. We thus
favor VM-level threading in the implementation. However, we plan to take
advantage of system-level threads at a higher level of granularity.
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[Γ]n � γ : P −→ [Γ′]n′ � γ′ : P ′

[Γ]n � γ : P + Q −→ [Γ′]n′ � γ′ : P ′ (Sum)
[Γ]n � γ : P −→ [Γ′]n′ � γ′ : P ′

[Γ]n � γ : P ‖ δ : Q −→ [Γ′]n′ � γ′ : P ′ ‖ δ : Q
(Par)

B ≡ A [Γ]n � A −→ [Γ′]n′ � A′ B′ ≡ A′

[Γ]n � B −→ [Γ′]n′ � B′ (Struct)
vi ∈ dom(γ)

[Γ]n � γ : #prim(evi), P −→ [Γ]n � γ : P
(Prim)

�v�γ = true

[Γ]n � γ : if v then P else Q −→ [Γ]n � γ : P
(Then)

�v�γ = false

[Γ]n � γ : if v then P else Q −→ [Γ]n � γ : Q
(Else)

�v�γ = �vi�γ

[Γ]n � γ : case(v){v1 ⇒ P1 | . . . | vn ⇒ Pn} −→ [Γ]n � γ : Pi
(Switch)

S
i{ĉi} ∩ dom(Γ) = ∅

[Γ]n � γ : θnew(eci), P −→ [allocs(Γ,
S

i{γ(ci)}, S
i{ĉi

θ})]n � γ � S
i{ci � ĉi} : P

(θRes), θ ∈ {t, s}

l1 = n l2 = l1 + 1 . . . lm = l1 + m − 1

[Γ]n � γ : P1 ‖ · · · ‖ Pm ‖ Q −→ [inherit(Γ, γ, m)]n+m � γ � {id � l1} : P1 ‖ · · · ‖ γ � {id � lm} : Pm ‖ γ : Q
(Fork)

γ(c) = δ(d) cown(Γ(γ(c))) = ∅
[Γ]n � γ : c!(evi), P + Q ‖ δ : d?( exi), R + S −→ [updates(Γ,

S
i{δ(xi)},

S
i{�vi�γ})]n � γ : P ‖ δ � S

i{xi � �vi�γ} : R
(Com)

def A( exi) = P ;

[Γ]n � γ : A(evi) −→ [updates(Γ, img(γ),
S

i{�vi�γ})]n � S
i{xi � �vi�γ} : P

(Call)

[Γ]n � γ : let( exi = evi), P −→ [updates(Γ,
S

i{γ(xi)}, S
i{�vi�γ})]n � γ � S

i{xi � �vi�γ} : P
(Lex)

Table 3. The semantics of the core cube-calculus
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reactive owner of channel cown(kθ
ω) � ω

channel kind (transient,static) ckind(kθ
ω) � θ

reference count of channel cref(kθ
ω) � k

reference count of variable nbrefs(γ, ĉ) � card({d | d ∈ dom(γ) ∩ γ(d) = ĉ})
environment inheritance inherit(Γ, γ, n) � Γ � {ĉ � (k + n × nbrefs(γ, ĉ))θω | ĉ ∈ dom(Γ) ∩ img(γ) ∧ Γ(ĉ) = kθ

ω}
global environment extension refs(Γ, eC) � Γ � {ĉ � (k + 1)θ

ω | ĉ ∈ eC ∩ dom(Γ) ∧ Γ(ĉ) = kθ
ω}

global environment contraction unrefs(Γ, eC) � Γ � {ĉ � (k − 1)θ
ω | ĉ ∈ eC ∩ dom(Γ) ∧ Γ(ĉ) = kθ

ω}
environment allocation allocs(Γ, eC, gDΘ) � unrefs(Γ, eC) � {d̂ � 1θ

∅ | d̂θ ∈ gDΘ}
environment update updates(Γ, eC, eD) � refs(unrefs(Γ, eC), eD)

Table 4. Semantic functions

PROPOSITION 1. Let A � [Γ]n � γ1 : P1 ‖ · · · ‖ γp : Pp an
agent such that ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ p we have γi(id) �= γj(id) and
γi(id), γj(id) < n. If A −→ A′ with A′ � [Γ]n′ � γ′

1 : P ′
1 ‖

· · · ‖ γ′
p′ : P ′

p′ then ∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ p′ we have γ′
i(id) �= γ′

j(id)
and γ′

i(id), γ′
j(id) < n′.

The proof is by a simple structural induction on the semantics.The
only rule to consider effectively is the one that changes the index
n in the global environment, that is, the (Fork) rule. We see that
n is updated when the rule triggers as n′ = n + m where m is
the number of forked processes. Each of these new processes, say
γk : Pk with n ≤ k < n+m, is given a fresh and unique identifier
in [n, n + m − 1], which is enough to conclude the proof. �

The freshness property is important for the reactive semantics,
as explained in section 4.

The final step in the (Fork) rule is to update the global environ-
ment. The newly created processes inherit the local environment of

their parent. The formal definition is in the inherit function of ta-
ble 4.

3.2 Stackless recursion

In most if not all programming languages, recursive calls as well
as the implied control stack occupy an important place. In the
cube-calculus, recursion represents in fact the only means by which
repetitive or infinite computations may be expressed. The seman-
tics of the call operator are given by the rule (Call) of table 3. The
first thing it does is to bind all the parameter variables x1, . . . , xn

to the argument values in an empty local environment. We can see
in the semantic rules that local environments adopt a flat struc-
ture, i.e. they may not be nested. Actually, in all the rules where
the local environments in the right hand side must be modified,
such as the (Com) rule, the overriding operator � is employed. In
δ � S

i{xi � �vi�γ}, all the bindings for the xi’s in δ are replaced
by new ones. This flat structure for local environments is the first
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reason why a stack is not required. The second reason for the stack-
less architecture comes from the fact that the syntax enforces tail
recursion. For general, non-tail recursion, consider the canonical
example of the ackermann function, that we encode as follows:

def Ack(n,p,r) = if n = 0 then r!(p+1) else
if p = 0 then Ack(n-1,1,r) else

tnew(r1), [ Ack(n,p-1,r1) ‖ r1?(pp),Ack(n-1,pp,r) ];

Here, the stack is built on demand using channels and processes.
The main drawback is that we do not exploit the processor stack,
and as such native performance is out of reach for general recur-
sion (at least on current register/stack-based processors). Moreover,
memory consumption increases by at least one channel (a minimum
of one memory word for the reference count and control flags)
for every stack frame to “simulate”. The main advantage is that
processes become really lightweight without nested stack frames
attached to them. We may even compute an upper bound for the
memory needed by a process at compile-time5. Also, this removes
the burden of stack analysis in order to freeze the VM state (or
parts of the VM state). Another major argument is that this sim-
plifies greatly the garbage collection issue, as discussed in the next
section. A minor point is that having no stack also means having no
stack limit6.

3.3 Garbage collection

The CubeVM environment uses a reference counting scheme for
garbage collection. An important design choice is that reference
counts are placed on channels and not on processes. It is a little
bit like counting occurrences of method calls instead of object ref-
erences in an object-oriented setting. All the collection is handled
by the processes themselves at key points of their executions. In
the semantics, the garbage collection points are those involving the
functions refs, unrefs and updates of table 4. These are spread in the
rules (Com), (Call) and (Lex) of table 3. To illustrate the mean-
ing of these functions, consider the modification of the global envi-
ronment Γ written as updates(Γ, {γ(x)}, {ĉ}). The variable x is in
the local environment γ and ĉ is a channel identifier. Since the local
environment is flat, the reference count for the previous bindings
for x, i.e. cref(Γ(γ(x))), must be decremented. This is expressed as
unrefs(Γ, {γ(x)}). Complementarily, we must increment the refer-
ence count for the new value ĉ, which we write refs(Γ, {ĉ}). These
functions are generalized in table 4 to handle polyadic values.

In table 5 we define extra operational rules to support the collec-
tion scheme. The small-step semantics presentation demonstrates,
in fact, that the collection is performed locally, without any exter-
nal algorithm. First, the rules (Collect) and (Finish) explain how
to reclaim channels of count zero and also how to reclaim the re-
sources of a terminating process. The rule (DeadEnd) deals with
the collection of waiting and isolated processes. We may take ad-
vantage of the minimalism of the syntax to extract the general syn-
tactic form of a waiting process as follows:

γ :
X

i

ci!(evi), Pi +
X

j

cj?( exj), Qj i + j ≥ 1

A waiting process is thus a sum of non-deterministic branches,
each branch being guarded by either an input or output prefix.
In any other case, it is easy to prove from the semantics that the

5 The memory needed by a process is statically bound by the size of the local
environment needed to call the definition, reachable by the process, with
the largest lexical environment. Note that this is not the memory needed for
the channels created by a process, nor the number of created channels and
processes, which are dynamic properties.
6 Stack requirements may be high: ackerman(4,1) will “stack overflow”
most implementations, not ours.

P1

P2

P3

Pn

count=1
c0

count=2
c2

...

c1
count=2count=2

cn

Figure 2. Example of a cyclic system

process may advance its execution. A waiting process is also said
to be isolated if all the channels the process is waiting on are only
known to the process itself. This is the case for a channel ĉ with
a reference count of 1. But it is also possible to have multiple
references to ĉ in the local environment γ. For example, suppose we
write let(d=c) where c is a channel of identifier ĉ. Then, we have
a reference count of 2 for ĉ in the global environment, but both
references are within the local environment γ, respectively γ(c)
and γ(d). So, we need to compare the global reference count of a
channel (each ci and cj in rule (DeadEnd)) with the set of local
references for the same channel. Given a channel ĉ, then its global
reference count is cref(Γ(ĉ)) and its local count in a process γ : P
is nbrefs(γ, ĉ) (see table 4). When these two counts are identical,
the channel is only known to the process P . Since a process can not
directly communicate with itself in the Pi-calculus, any attempt to
input or output on such a channel is blocking in a permanent way.
Such a communication is said to be disabled. A waiting process
that has all its alternative branches disabled is then isolated and
may be reclaimed because none of its execution branches may be
ever enabled again.

Finally, the rules (DeadIn) and (DeadOut) of table 5 deal
with the collection of cycles. The problem of cycle collection is
twofold. Firstly, cycles must be detected properly. And secondly, in
order to reclaim concurrent processes, we must discriminate pas-
sive cycles from active ones. Of course, the objective is to remove
only the passive cycles. The beauty of the proposed approach is
that both requirements are handled simultaneously, in a very sim-
ple way. To illustrate the solution, suppose a cyclic structure of pro-
cesses as represented in figure 2.

On each channel we indicate the name of the channel as well as
its reference count. We can see that the process P1 references, as
input, a channel c0 with reference count 1. A reference count of 1
means that only one process knows the channel. The (DeadIn)
rule tells that a process attempting to communicate on a channel
with reference count of 1 should be reclaimed, the communication
being permanently disabled. In the example, this implies the col-
lection of process P1. Of course, the collection is also triggered if
the number of global references equals the number of local refer-
ences, as for the (DeadEnd) rule. After the collection of P1, the
reference count for the channel c1 will decrease by one, which trig-
gers P2’s collection, and so on until eventually Pn disappears and
the whole cycle is collected. The (DeadOut) rule deals similarly
with outputs on uniquely owned channels. As such, Pn may be re-
claimed before P2 if it tries to output on channel cn. This is an
almost optimally concurrent GC scheme since all the detection and
collection are performed locally, without the need for any external
logic.
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[Γ, ĉ � 0θ
ω]n � γ : P −→ [Γ]n � γ : P

(Collect)
γ �= ∅

[Γ]n � γ : 0 −→ [unrefs(Γ, img(γ))]n � ∅ : 0
(Finish)

cref(Γ(γ(ci))) = nbrefs(γ, γ(ci)) cref(Γ(γ(cj))) = nbrefs(γ, γ(cj))

[Γ]n � γ :
P

i ci!(evi), Pi +
P

j cj?( exj), Qj −→ [unrefs(Γ, img(γ))]n � ∅ : 0
(DeadEnd)

ckind(Γ(γ(c))) = t cref(Γ(γ(c))) = nbrefs(γ, γ(c))

[Γ]n � γ : c!(ev), P + Q −→ [unrefs(Γ, img(γ))]n � ∅ : 0
(DeadOut)

ckind(Γ(γ(c))) = t cref(Γ(γ(c))) = nbrefs(γ, γ(c))

[Γ]n � γ : c?(ex), P + Q −→ [unrefs(Γ, img(γ))]n � ∅ : 0
(DeadIn)

Table 5. Semantics for Garbage Collection

We define now the notion of disabled processes, whose general
form, in global environment Γ, is as follows:

γ :
X
i∈I

αi, Qi such as ∃k ∈ I,

j
αk = c!(ev) ∨ αk = c?(ex)
cref(Γ(γ(c))) = nbrefs(γ, γ(c))

Intuitively, a disabled process is trying to perform at least one
disabled communication. Such a process is a good candidate for
garbage collection since parts of its behavior are, from now on, per-
manently inactive. Because of name-passing, this partial condition
may be too restrictive. In rare occasions, processes need to conserve
a channel reference for future use. As an illustration, imagine an
object with an interface that no one knows except the object itself.
Still, external objects may like to ask for this interface at runtime,
which is exactly what the IUnknown interface of COM components
is about [16]. Consider the following example:

def Component(iunknown,self) =
iunknown?(x),x!(self),Component(iunknown,self)

+ self?(message), // ... etc ...

In order to interact with this component, we must know the self
channel. If no one knows this channel except the component, then
the GC will reclaim it. But if we look at the code, it is possible to
use the iunknown channel to get back a reference to self from the
outside. In order to deal with this kind of situation, we have to flag
the self channel as static which means that it will not trigger the
cycle detection and collection algorithm. The prefix snew is used
to create channels flagged as static.

The most important aspect of garbage collection is the safety
property of the proposed algorithm. We have to check that it applies
exclusively on those process terms that we identified as candidates
for collection. Formally, we define a collection as safe when it
satisfies the following property:

PROPOSITION 2. Let P be a process such that Γ � γ : P −→
Γ′ � ∅ : 0 then P is either isolated or disabled on tran-
sient channels, or it is the inert process 0. Moreover, Γ′ =
unrefs(Γ, img(γ)).

The only rules that match the ∅ : 0 in the right-hand side
of the conclusion are (Finish) for inert processes, (DeadEnd)
for isolated ones, and (DeadIn) and (DeadOut) for disabled
processes (but only for transient channels). We can see that all rules
individually respect proposition 2, which thus applies on the whole
semantics by structural induction. �

4. Reactive semantics
In the Pi-calculus, the role of the parallel operator is twofold.
First, it denotes the concurrent execution of the two processes it

separates, which results in non-sequential semantics. Second, it
is a composition operator because according to the rule (Com)
of table 3, processes may only communicate around a parallel
operator.

4.1 Sequential behaviors

In order to allow explicit sequential computations, we introduce
the notions of reactive channels and reactive processes. A reactive
channel is a “normal” (active) channel flagged with an owner pro-
cess. The react(c) prefix is used to flag channel c as reactive. After
reducing the prefix, the process becomes the owner of the channel
and switches from an active mode to a reactive mode of execution.
It will only be activated if another process (reactive or active) out-
puts on channel c. This activation is notably unidirectional, from
output to input and not the converse.

Table 6 presents the rules that drive the execution of reactive
processes. The switch from the active to the reactive mode of
execution for a process, as discussed previously, is handled by rule
(RMode). We can see that owning a channel ĉ puts a decoration
γ(id) (which is the identifier of the owner process) in the global
environment. The rule (RCom) describes a communication on
a reactive channel. The left-hand process outputs a set of values
on channel c. To trigger the rule, this channel must be owned
by the right-hand process (obviously in reactive mode). If these
conditions are not satisfied, then the active rule (Com) applies.
The consequences of both the (Com) and (RCom) rules are very
similar. A fundamental difference is that in the case of (RCom)
there is no choice for the receiver process. We formalize a stronger
property that states the uniqueness of the reduction of a given
output prefix through (RCom). For this we need to restrict the
form of the receiver processes. In a process γ : P , an ambiguous
sum on γ(c) is a sum expression c?(ex) +

P
i αi.Qi in which there

exists αj � d?(ey) such that γ(c) = γ(d). An ambiguous sum
is thus a sum guarded by at least two input prefixes on the same
channel. Now we may state the reduction uniqueness property as
follows:

PROPOSITION 3. Let A be an agent such that A � [Γ]n � · · · ‖
γ : c!(evi), P + Q ‖ · · · and without any ambiguous sum on γ(c).
Consider also A′ and A′′ two agents such that A′ � [Γ′]n′ �
· · · ‖ γ′ : P ‖ · · · and A′′ � [Γ′′]n′′ � · · · ‖ γ′′ : P ‖ · · ·. If
cown(Γ(γ(c))) �= ∅ and A −→ A′ as well as A −→ A′′, then we
have A′ = A′′

To consume an output prefix, the only rule enabled for the
reduction A −→ A′ is (RCom). The (Com) rule cannot be
triggered because channel c has a non-empty owner. First, by the
freshness guarantee of the (θRes) rules, we know that a channel
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ĉi = γ(ci) Γ(ĉi) = kθ
ω

[Γ]n � γ : react(eci), P −→ [Γ, ĉi � kθ
γ(id)]n � γ : P

(RMode)

cown(Γ(γ(c))) = δ(id) γ(c) = δ(d) Γ(ĉ) = kθ
ω

[Γ]n � γ : c!(evi), P + Q ‖ δ : d?( exi), R + S
−→ [updates(Γ,

S
i{δ(xi)}, S

i{�vi�γ}), γ(c) � kθ
ω]n � γ : P ‖ δ � S

i{xi � �vi�γ} : R

(RCom)

Table 6. Rules for reactive semantics

identifier (here γ(c)) is unique in the global environment. This
explains that γ(c) maps to at most one reference to an owner
process. Moreover, we know that the channel is reactive, which
means that the owner reference is not empty. Now, in the (RCom)
rule, the process P1 in A that can interact with γ : c!(evi), P + Q
is of the form δ : d?( exi), R + S such as δ(id) = cown(Γ(γ(c))).
Suppose these two processes interact along the reduction A −→
A′. If we consider a second reduction A −→ A′′ with A′ �= A′′,
then there must be another process P2 in A different from P1 but of
a similar form ξ : e?( eyi), T +U such that ξ(id) = cown(Γ(γ(c))).
From proposition 1, we know that if δ(id) = ξ(id), then P1 =
P2. Thus, P1 is the unique process that inputs on γ(c) through
(RCom). Since it does not contain any ambiguous sum on γ(c),
the input prefix involved is unique. And from this we can conclude
that a unique reduction can be inferred in the semantics so that
A′ = A′′. �

The conclusion is that for a given output prefix on a reactive
channel, under the assumption that there is no ambiguous sum
on that channel, then the (RCom) rule can be triggered in a
deterministic way. This means that it can be implemented by a
sequential algorithm.

4.2 Chain reactions

We can not decide, in general, whether a given program is sequen-
tial or not. We define in this section the general form of chain-
reactions that are processes of which we can prove the sequential
behavior statically. For this, we first give a few definitions.

A free input is an occurrence of c?( exi) in an expression P where
c is not bound by either a new or another input prefix in P up to
structural congruence and aliasing7.

Let new(eci, ecj), Q an expression with Q ≡ · · · ‖ P ‖ · · ·.
We say that P is in chain-reaction form on the set of channels eci

if all the input prefixes in P are free and exclusively on the ci’s.
Moreover, P must not contain any ambiguous sum and every input
on ci in Q must be in P . Finally, if there is a process in P written
new(ebi), R with R ≡ R1 ‖ · · · ‖ Rn, then all the Ri’s (i < n) are
also chain-reactions for disjoint subsets of ebi. The subprocess Rn

is the continuation of P . It may still be in chain-reaction form for a
disjoint subset of the bi’s but must also preserve the chain-reaction
form on the ci’s.

To comment on this definition, notice first that the channels eci

are only known to the subprocesses of Q. Moreover, P is the only
subprocess performing (non-ambiguous) inputs on these channels.
Suppose now an agent A containing Q. If A reduces to an agent
of the form [Γ]n � . . . ‖ γ : c!(evi), R + S ‖ . . . with c ∈ eci up
to aliasing, then only P can perform the corresponding input. This
says, in fact, that in the case of processes in chain-reaction forms,
any of the two communication rules (Com) (for active channels)
or (RCom) (for reactive ones) may trigger indifferently, and in a
deterministic way.

7 In the syntax, the only way to create an alias y for a variable x in an
expression P up to structural congruence is to write let(y = x), P .

Another way to explain this is to say that a given program,
slightly modified to trigger reactive semantics instead of active
ones, may be operated sequentially, without the need of the ac-
tive semantics (and underlying scheduler). In order to formalize
this property and prove it correct, we define inductively on the syn-
tax the transformation unchain consisting in removing all the react
prefixes such that unchain(react(eci), P ) � P . This transforma-
tion naturally extends to whole agents, provided that all channel
owners are removed from the global environment. Then, we may
state the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 4. Let react(eci), Pj the complete set of the pro-
cesses prefixed by react in a given agent A. If all the Pj ’s are chain-
reactions and if there is an agent A′ such that A −→∗ A′, then
unchain(A) −→∗ unchain(A′). Reciprocally, if unchain(A) −→∗

A′′ then there exists A′ such as unchain(A′) = A′′ and A −→∗

A′.

In chain-reactions, all distinct input prefixes are performed on
distinct channels. This may be easily deduced from the definition.
As such, chain-reactions enjoy a receiver uniqueness property, not
only in the case of reactive channels. As a consequence, proposi-
tion 3 still applies even for a channel ĉ with cown(ĉ) = ∅. This
means that for a given output prefix, if the (Com) rule is triggered,
then it may only be so in a deterministic way, as for the (RCom)
rule for reactive channels. The proof is similar to the one for propo-
sition 3, so we omit it here. Then, it is easy to show that the property
applies globally by structural induction on the semantic rules. In-
deed, all the inference rules of the semantics are the same for both
the active and the reactive cases. �

4.3 Examples

In this section we discuss the expressivity of the subset of the cube-
calculus corresponding to processes in chain-reaction forms. We
show the reactive encoding of example programs involving vari-
ous programming paradigms. We also illustrate the performance
gains one might expect by applying the reactive semantics of the
CubeVM in practice. Table 7 compares the execution times for both
active and reactive semantics on the benchmark programs. The ac-
celeration is also indicated. On table 8, we compare with the python
interpreter (in version 2.3), which is one of the most successful in-
terpreted technologies around. All the programs are available on
line (at [2]). The test machine is an Intel P4-2Ghz powered com-
puter with 512Mb RAM and 40Gb Hard drive. It is running the
Linux operating system with kernel 2.6.8. We begin with the criti-
cal section example of section 2, testing with 10000 processes. We
make the fbk channel reactive in the reactive variant, which shows
that the reactive semantics are not incompatible with channel pass-
ing. It also shows that the reactive version is more that 10 times
faster compared to the active one. It is of course not surprising that
most of the time is spent in the scheduler for the non-sequential
variant of the example. A similar program is tested in the Python
environment, but the obtained figures are not really relevant since
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program active (s) reactive (s) ratio
sc(10000) 14.17 0.98 ≈ 14.5
ack(3,7) 2.29 1.15 ≈ 2.0
fib(27) 2.10 0.55 ≈ 3.8

tak(96,48,32) 1.05 0.69 ≈ 1.5
sieve(10000) 3.51 0.32 ≈ 11.0

objinst(1500000) 5.15 5.11 ≈ 1.0
threads-flow(3000) 3.41 0.25 ≈ 13.6

Table 7. Reactive vs. active semantics

program active (s) reactive (s) python (s)
sc(250) 0.05 0.01 0.29
ack(3,7) 2.29 1.15 1.29
fib(27) 2.10 0.55 0.51

tak(96,48,32) 1.05 0.69 0.37
objinst(1500000) 5.15 5.11 16.50
threads-flow(250) 0.18 0.03 0.14

Table 8. Comparing with Python [3]

the interpreter seems to support only a few hundred threads at least
on the Linux platform.

4.3.1 Functional computations

Functional programming relies on a deterministic computational
model that offers a nice expressivity benchmark for processes in
chain-reaction forms. In order to illustrate the reactive encoding of
functional systems, we propose to rewrite the ackermann example
of section 3, which can clearly be executed sequentially since it is
deterministic. The reactive encoding is as follows:

def Ack(n,p,r) = if n = 0 then r!(p+1) else
if p = 0 then Ack(n-1,1,r) else

tnew(r1), [ Ack(n,p-1,r1) ‖
react(r1),r1?(pp),Ack(n-1,pp,r) ];

It is very easy to show that the ackermann definition is in
chain-reaction form, so that removing the react prefixes would not
affect the semantics. Of course, we expect better performance for
the reactive version. Table 7 shows the relative performance of
the active vs. reactive semantics for the ackermann example. The
reactive variant is approximately twice faster. Along the same lines,
other functions may be encoded and tested. We show the results for
the non-tail recursive encoding of the well-known Fibonacci and
tak functions (see [2] for the encodings of these). We only consider
non-tail recursions so that we do not rely on tail-call elimination
that is not always supported8. Moreover, this gives an idea of the
relative cost of simulating stack frames in the CubeVM. The tak
function has some potential for concurrent evaluation which is well
illustrated by the fact that the gains obtained by the reactive variant
are not so high. If compared to the python interpreter execution
times, the results of table 8 shows that the CubeVM, at least in
reactive semantics, provides similar performance. The ack example
is faster in cube but the tak example performs better in Python.

4.3.2 Dataflow systems

We next illustrate the expressivity of the language by exhibiting the
encoding of a sequential dataflow system. We give below a simple
(and not fully optimized) version of Eratosthenes’s sieve. The idea
is to implement a generator process feeding the numbers to be
sieved to a chain of filtering processes. Each one of these filters

8 The python interpreter, in version 2.3, does not seem to eliminate tail-calls.

is associated to a given prime number. When a filter receives a
candidate number, it filters out multiples of the prime numbers it is
associated to. The other candidate number are forwarded to the next
filter in the chain. At the end of the chain, a new prime number is
discovered. As a result, a corresponding sieving process is added to
the chain, until the specified number of prime numbers to discover
is reached. This algorithm is encoded in the cube-calculus, in an
almost literal way, as follows:

def GenInt2(i,n,out) = if i<n then out!(i),GenInt2(i+2,n,out);

def PrimeFilter(in,n,out) =
in?(x),if (x % n) = 0 then PrimeFilter(in,n,out)
else out!x,PrimeFilter(in,n,out);

def PrimeSink(in) =
in?(x),#print(x),#println(” is prime”),tnew(out),
[ react(out),PrimeSink(out) ‖ PrimeFilter(in,x,out) ];

tnew(gen,out),
[ GenInt2(3,1000,gen) ‖ react(gen),PrimeFilter(gen,2,out) ‖
react(out),PrimeSink(out) ]

It is arguably an intuitive encoding of the algorithm. This ex-
ample is yet again in chain-reaction form and it can be made more
than ten times faster with the reactive optimization. No comparison
is made with python which is clearly not a language for dataflow
systems.

4.3.3 Object-based computations

Object-orientation is probably the most important programming
style today. Most object-oriented programming languages allow the
definition of classes encapsulating data (slots) and behavior (meth-
ods). Another important feature is the so-called data hiding. Of
course, object models invariably support some form of inheritance.
Below is a very simple example in the Python programming lan-
guage [3] illustrating all these fundamental features9:

class Cell:
def init (self,v):

self.value=v
def set(self,v):

self.value:=v
def get(self):

return self.value

class CellPrint(Cell):
def init (self,v):

Cell. init (self,v)
def print(self):

print self.get()

c = CellPrint(10)
print c.get()
c.set(12)
c.print()

In the main program, the variable c references a CellPrint object
containing value 10. The get method is called, which is defined
in the Cell superclass. The value 12 is then stored and the print
method of the subclass is invoked. We expect the output “1012” on
the console.

The problem with the cube-calculus, as for most variants of
the Pi-calculus, is that it does not provide any basic notion of ob-
jects, classes, methods and slots or inheritance. Everything must

9 We do not discuss the encoding of method bodies, which could use imper-
ative, functional or dataflow programming styles.
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be encoded using processes and channels. Related work detail
various encodings of objects in Pi-calculus or other process al-
gebras [10, 17]. An object is generally associated to a recursive
process. Each method can be associated to a channel, or we may
dispatch on a unique channel to optimize space. Moreover, most
object-based interactions are sequential. We should thus try to rely
on the reactive semantics. Consider the following encoding:

def Cell(self,value) =
self?(message,ret),case(message) {

(:set,v) ⇒ Cell(self,v)
| (:get) ⇒ ret!(value),Cell(self,value) };

def MakeCell(self,value) = Cell(self,value);

The Cell class is encoded by two definitions. The first one,
named Cell like the class name, is the encoding of the instance
behavior. The second one is named MakeCell, it encodes the con-
structor. For this simple example, both definitions match. The first
parameter is a channel named self. There is also one parameter for
each slot entry (here, only one parameter for the value slot). The
parameters are only known to the body of the definition, imple-
menting data hiding as required. Each Cell process is waiting on
self for a message as well as a private reply channel named ret.
The message is a tuple containing the name of the method, repre-
sented by a symbol prefixed by a colon (internalized as a unique in-
teger), and the optional parameters. It is dispatched using the case
construct which pattern-matches on tuples. If the method is :set,
then we recursively call the Cell definition with updated value pa-
rameter. We see here that the static behavior of objects is obtained
through recursion (as in [9]). The :get method sends on the ret
channel the current value of the slot and then loops. Inheritance is
obtained through reactive composition and delegation as follows:

def CellPrint(self,super) =
self?(message,ret),

case(message) {
(:print) ⇒ tnew(sc),react(sc),super!(:get,sc),sc?(v),

#print(v),CellPrint(self,super)
| ⇒ super!(message,ret),CellPrint(self,super) };

def MakeCellPrint(self,value) =
tnew(super), [ react(super),MakeCell(super,value) ‖

CellPrint(self,super) ];

The MakeCellPrint constructor takes a value parameter which
is used to start a (reactive) Cell process identified as super. Another
reactive process executing the CellPrint definition is also started.
Two links must be provided: the self channel for the subclass part
and the super channel for the superclass. Before explaining the
dispatch mechanism, let us encode the main program as follows:

tnew(c), [ react(c),MakeCellPrint(c,10) ‖
tnew(rc),react(rc),c!((:get),rc),rc?(v),
#print(v),c!((:set,12),rc),c!((:print),rc) ]

The channel c identifies the object we create. The CellPrint
constructor is started in parallel with the main program. In order
to call method get, we send on c the (:get) dispatch message, and
also the return channel that we name rc. This message activates
the CellPrint process which is reacting on c (also known as self
in the definition of CellPrint). The message is dispatched to the
default case , which is delegated to the Cell process reacting
on the super channel (known as self within the Cell definition).
A second dispatch leads to the output of the slot value on ret
which is in fact rc. Thus, the answer goes directly back to the first
caller. This encoding is roughly of the same size if compared to

Process P, Q, . . . ::=
(inert) 0
(sum) | P + Q
(parallel) | P | Q
(prefix) | α.P
(restriction) | (νa)P
(match) | [x = y] P
(mismatch) | [x �= y] P
(replication) | ∗P

Prefix α, . . . ::=
(silent) τ
(input) | c(x1, . . . , xn)
(output) | c̄〈v1, . . . , vn〉

Table 9. Syntax of the polyadic Pi-calculus

the pseudo object-oriented code above. For developers exercised to
name-passing programming, it is also almost as readable.

In table 7, we compare the active and reactive encodings for ex-
amples of object-oriented programs coming from (an old version)
of the computer language shootout [1]. We can see that applying
the reactive semantics on the objinst example does not accelerate
the computation in a noticeable way. The reason is that this ex-
ample performs many method calls on very few objects, which is
not a problem for the scheduler. The threads-flow example (also
called process in the shootout), on the contrary, uses many objects
and many threads, which gives a big acceleration in the case of re-
active semantics. The comparison with python, which we should
take very carefully, shows that the CubeVM may be, at least at first
sight, a very fast interpreter for object-oriented interactions. More
experiments should be conducted to really state on that matter.

5. Encoding the polyadic Pi-calculus
In this section, we discuss the relationship between the Pi-calculus
and the applied variant we propose.

In table 9 we recapitulate the syntax of the polyadic Pi-calculus
as presented in [10]. Most of the constructs are similar if not identi-
cal to the cube-calculus ones. The replication operator is a notable
exception. In fact, it is well known that recursive definitions as im-
plemented by the cube-calculus may be encoded using replication
and communication. But the converse is also possible. Consider the
following Pi-calculus process:

(νgen, c) ∗ (gen(out).(νid).out〈id〉) | gen〈c〉.c(x).P

In this system, the process on the left is a generator of unique
identifier. The one on the right of the parallel operator (noted | in the
Pi-calculus) asks for such an identifier. In the Pi-calculus semantics,
this system is structurally equivalent to the following one:

≡ (νgen, c) ∗ (gen(out).(νid)out〈id〉)
| (νid)(gen(out).out〈id〉)
| gen〈c〉.c(x).P ) with id fresh in P

The replication ∗P is structurally congruent to ∗P | P and the
scope of restrictions can be extruded. The system then reduces as
follows:

−→ (νgen, c) ∗ (gen(out).(νid)out〈id〉)
| (νid) (c〈id〉 | c(x).P )

−→ (νgen, c) ∗ (gen(out).(νid)out〈id〉)
| (νid) (0 | P{id/x})
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{{0}} � 0

{{P + Q}} � {{P}} + {{Q}}
{{P | Q}} � {{P}} ‖ {{Q}}
{{α.P}} � {{α}}, {{P}}
{{(νa)P}} � snew(a), {{P}}
{{[x = y] P}} � if x = y then {{ P }}
{{[x �= y] P}} � if x �= y then {{ P }}
{{∗P}} � A∗P (x1, . . . , xn) where {xi} are the free names of P

{{τ}} � #noop() : a silent primitive
{{c(x1, . . . , xn)}} � c?(x1, . . . , xn)

{{c̄〈x1, . . . , xn〉}} � c!(x1, . . . , xn)

{{0}}def � ∅
{{P + Q}}def � {{P}}def; {{Q}}def

{{P | Q}}def � {{P}}def ; {{Q}}def

{{α.P}}def � {{P}}def

{{(νa)P}}def � {{P}}def

{{[x = y] P}}def � {{P}}def

{{[x �= y] P}}def � {{P}}def

{{∗P}}def � {{P}}def;
def A∗P (x1, . . . , xn) = A∗P (x1, . . . , xn) ‖ {{P}};

Table 10. Encoding of the polyadic Pi-calculus

Translated into the cube-calculus, we have to encode the replica-
tion as both a definition and a call to that definition in the translated
expression. For example we can write:

def UniqueName(gen) = gen?(out),snew(id),out!(id)
‖ UniqueName(gen);

snew(gen,c),[ UniqueName(gen) ‖ gen!(c),c?(x),{{P}} ]

More generally, the encoding of a Pi-calculus process P is di-
vided into a set of definitions associated to replicated processes,
written {{P}}def , and a cube-calculus process expression {{P}}.
These are defined inductively on the syntax of the Pi-calculus,
as shown in table 10. For completeness, we should then exhibit
the fact that the reductions in the Pi-calculus are matched by cor-
responding reductions in the cube-calculus translation and vice-
versa. But the only non-trivial part of the translation relates to
replication vs. recursion, which has been thoroughly investigated
in the literature (e.g. [17]). All the other Pi-calculus constructs are
translated in an almost literal way.

6. Related work
The CubeVM adopts a fully interpreted architecture. In compari-
son, most of the implementations for variants of the Pi-calculus em-
ploy more “traditional” compilation techniques. For instance, the
Pict [14] and Nomadic pict [19] implementations generate C code
via an abstract machine representation. The Jocaml language [6]
is designed as an extension of the Ocaml programming systems. It
supports both bytecode and native compilation. Other implementa-
tions (e.g. [9]) rely on the Java Virtual Machine. The extra complex-
ity of compiling to languages foreign to process algebras (stack, or
stack-register based machine languages) seem to be motivated by
the expectation of increased performance. We conduct a benchmark
experiment on-line [2] but it is yet too early to draw any conclusion
about the results we obtained so far. However, for most of the ex-
amples that we tried, most notably the ones involving fine-grained

concurrency and name-passing features, the CubeVM implementa-
tion turned out to be quite fast for an interpreter (except for general
and deeply recursive functions, as we expected). Of course, more
realistic experiments should be considered to confirm this obser-
vation. We see, though, two basic factors to explain the fact that
the Pi-calculus is particularly adapted for interpreted technologies.
First, it is a highly-concurrent language, which makes almost un-
avoidable the implementation of a dedicated scheduling algorithm.
Embedding the scheduler in a compiled program or in a generic
interpreter should not make much difference. The second reason is
that actual operating systems and hardware rely on machine lan-
guages that are alien to the Pi-calculus concepts and semantics. As
such, most of the high-level optimizations (such as the reactive se-
mantics we propose in this paper) must be found and applied on
the calculus itself at compile-time. In consequence, we think (and
envisage as a future work) that compilation to native code should
be performed just-in-time.

In term of expressivity at the language level, there is a difference
between the variant of the Pi-calculus that we implement compared
to most of the related work. For instance, the cube-calculus we pro-
pose is closer to the original Pi-calculus. It allows output prefix-
ing (which is disallowed in [6, 14, 19, 9]) and does not restrict the
passing of name capabilities. However, unlike its competitors, the
cube-calculus is a bytecode language and is as such quite low-level.

Most runtime systems for dynamic programming languages
support some form of garbage collection. Our requirement is to
support an efficient and highly concurrent GC. Tracing algorithms
(mark and sweep, semispace-copying and mark-and-compact) are
the most widely spread. To our knowledge, the first implementa-
tion to deal with cycles in a reference counting GC is Rob Pike’s
newsqueak [15]. The simple idea is to avoid cycles by enforc-
ing value-passing semantics. But it is also a source of inefficiency
because values must be copied each time they are updated. More
recent works show that reference counting collection with cycle de-
tection may also be implemented both concurrently and efficiently
in an object-oriented setting [4]. This algorithm still relies on the
buffering of potential roots and a somewhat non-trivial three-color
algorithm. Additionally, it deals only with objects, which are pas-
sive data structures. In this paper, we show that the GC algorithm
of the CubeVM is so simple that it can be fully characterized in
the structured operational semantics of the cube-calculus. It is then
easy to implement the GC and, even more importantly, reason about
it. Moreover, the CubeVM GC reclaims processes and not just pas-
sive objects. A similar feature is proposed in the framework of actor
systems [20]. The problem with actors is that only the senders of
messages know the receivers. This means that actor references must
be inverted in order to detect deadlocks on the receivers’ side. As
explained in [20], the inversion of references consumes time and
resources. And then standard collection tracing schemes must be
employed, which rely on an explicit reachability graph. Compara-
tively, in the CubeVM, channel references (and count) are known
by both the sender and receiver processes on these channels, so no
costly reference inversion or construction of reachability graphs are
necessary.

There are multiple ways to interpret the word “stackless”. In
Stackless python [18] and other common interpreters, it means that
the C (and thus processor) stack is not exploited so that stack frames
are explicitly constructed and manipulated. The specifications for
the Scheme programming languages enforce tail-call elimination
[11], which is another way to bypass the stack when possible.
The case for the CubeVM is different. As we show in this paper,
the cube-calculus has recursion but does not require any stack
support at all. When an explicit stack is absolutely needed, for
example in the case of non-primitive recursive functions, channels
and processes can be used to simulate the stack frames.
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Many Pi-calculus encodings of functional, dataflow or object-
based systems do not need the fully concurrent and non-deterministic
nature of its operational semantics. In Jocaml [6], the syntax of the
language is restricted so that the receiver for a given channel is
known at compilation time. But the receiver capability may not be
sent, which somewhat cuts the Pi-calculus heritage in half. With
this limitation (that we find important) in mind, this allows to in-
crease the performance of the scheduling code because a sender
process does not have to “look for” a corresponding receiver. In
the CubeVM, we propose the reactive semantics for almost the
same purpose. The main difference is that they do not restric the
language in term of expressive power. In both active and reactive
semantics, the input capability may be passed between processes,
as in the pure Pi-calculus.

7. Conclusion and future work
The CubeVM we describe in this paper is an interpreter for a
bytecode language that is very close to the Pi-calculus. The main
motivation behind this work is to study in practice the expressivity
and usefulness of programming languages inspired by the theories
of concurrency and mobility. The Pi-calculus and variants, that are
still being studied from a theoretical perspective, represent in our
opinion a whole new world to discover.

But beyond the experience, our objective is not to develop
yet another toy prototype, inefficient and/or buggy, which is in
fact rather easy to embed in an existing language (but few lan-
guages support the large number of threads needed by even sim-
ple Pi-calculus programs). Moreover, we show in this paper that
the resource management scheme involved in name passing cal-
culi is very different from more traditional bytecode languages for
stack- or stack/register-based virtual machines. New problems ap-
pear such as the need for dedicated and efficient scheduling algo-
rithms. The reactive part of the semantics shows that, under some
assumptions (namely the fact that the process definition is in chain-
reaction form), the scheduler may be bypassed. But old problems
also disappear, most notably the need to exploit and reason about
control stacks. This mainly comes from the fact that the local en-
vironment of processes is flat, and that all recursive calls are in tail
position. We think that most of the simplicity and efficiency of the
resource management scheme implemented by the CubeVM come
from this stackless architecture. Our vision is that the stack repre-
sents, in terms of control, what separates the most executions (or
running programs) from (non-running, static) programs. Our long-
term goal is that of ubiquitous mobility for which dealing with exe-
cutions and moveable execution environments are most significant,
if compared to manipulating (source-code or binary) programs.

At the language level, we discuss various process forms in this
paper: waiting or isolated processes, chain-reaction forms and so
on. A natural follow-up would be to investigate type systems to
detect these forms of processes, most notably chain-reactions, stat-
ically and automatically. For instance, the react prefix we present in
the paper, and which triggers the (fast) reactive semantics could be
inserted automatically at compile-time. We developed, separately,
an even stricter form to characterize fully deterministic (and not
just sequential) systems. These forms and their detection through
static typing could serve as a basis for an efficient JIT extension.

In a complementary work we develop an efficient implementa-
tion of the distributed extensions for the cube-calculus. These rely
on a semantic model called the Interaction Spaces that we discuss
precisely in [13].
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